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A Toast to Excellence Oct 19 2021
Sustainable Event Management Nov 27 2019 First Published in 2009. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Designing Solutions-Based Ubiquitous and Pervasive Computing: New Issues and Trends Sep 29 2022 "This book provides a general overview about research on
ubiquitous and pervasive computing and its applications, discussing the recent progress in this area and pointing out to scholars what they should do (best
practices) and should not do (bad practices)"--Provided by publisher.
E M & D; Engineering Materials and Design Sep 25 2019 Vols. for 1968- incorporate E M $ D product data.
Sustainable Advanced Computing Jun 26 2022 This volume presents select proceedings of the International Conference on Sustainable Advanced Computing
(ICSAC 2021). It covers the latest research on a wide range of topics spanning theory, systems, applications, and case studies in advanced computing. Topics
covered are machine intelligence, expert systems, robotics, natural language processing, cognitive science, quantum computing, deep learning, pattern recognition,
human-computer interface, biometrics, graph theory, etc. The volume focuses on the novel research findings and innovations of various researchers. In addition,
the book will be a promising solution for new generation-based sustainable, intelligent systems that are machine and human-centered with modern models and
appropriate amalgamations of collaborative practices with a general objective of better research in all aspects of sustainable advanced computing. .
Naval Engineers Journal Nov 19 2021
The Practical Methods of Organic Chemistry Jan 22 2022
Bulletin of the National Association of Wool Manufacturers Jan 28 2020
Advances in Deep Learning Applications for Smart Cities Nov 07 2020 Within the past decade, technology has grown exponentially, and governments have
promoted smart cities. Emerging smart cities have become both crucibles and showrooms for the practical application of the internet of things (IoT), cloud
computing, and the integration of big data into everyday life. This complex concoction requires new thinking of the synergistic utilization of deep learning and
blockchain methods and data-driven decision making with automation infrastructure, autonomous transportation, and more. Advances in Deep Learning
Applications for Smart Cities provides a global perspective on current and future trends concerning the integration of deep learning and blockchain for smart cities.
It provides valuable insights on the best practices and success factors for smart cities. Covering topics such as digital healthcare, object detection methods, and
power consumption, this book is an excellent reference for researchers, scientists, libraries, industry experts, government organizations, students and educators of
higher education, business professionals, communication and marketing agencies, entrepreneurs, and academicians.
Artificial Neural Network Applications in Business and Engineering Jun 22 2019 In today’s modernized market, various disciplines continue to search for
universally functional technologies that improve upon traditional processes. Artificial neural networks are a set of statistical modeling tools that are capable of
processing nonlinear data with strong accuracy. Due to their complexity, utilizing their potential was previously seen as a challenge. However, with the development
of artificial intelligence, this technology has proven to be an effective and efficient problem-solving method. Artificial Neural Network Applications in Business and
Engineering is an essential reference source that illustrates recent advancements of artificial neural networks in various professional fields, accompanied by specific
case studies and practical examples. Featuring research on topics such as training algorithms, transportation, and computer security, this book is ideally designed for
researchers, students, developers, managers, engineers, academicians, industrialists, policymakers, and educators seeking coverage on modern trends in artificial
neural networks and their real-world implementations.
Commerce Business Daily May 02 2020
JORELGS Feb 29 2020
Lapai Journal of Humanities Jun 02 2020
Handbook of Research on Deep Learning-Based Image Analysis Under Constrained and Unconstrained Environments Mar 24 2022 Recent advancements in
imaging techniques and image analysis has broadened the horizons for their applications in various domains. Image analysis has become an influential technique in
medical image analysis, optical character recognition, geology, remote sensing, and more. However, analysis of images under constrained and unconstrained
environments require efficient representation of the data and complex models for accurate interpretation and classification of data. Deep learning methods, with
their hierarchical/multilayered architecture, allow the systems to learn complex mathematical models to provide improved performance in the required task. The
Handbook of Research on Deep Learning-Based Image Analysis Under Constrained and Unconstrained Environments provides a critical examination of the latest

advancements, developments, methods, systems, futuristic approaches, and algorithms for image analysis and addresses its challenges. Highlighting concepts,
methods, and tools including convolutional neural networks, edge enhancement, image segmentation, machine learning, and image processing, the book is an
essential and comprehensive reference work for engineers, academicians, researchers, and students.
Natural Conditions in the Sinkiang Uighur Autonomous Region Jul 28 2022
Cyber Warfare and Terrorism: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications Dec 09 2020 Through the rise of big data and the internet of things, terrorist
organizations have been freed from geographic and logistical confines and now have more power than ever before to strike the average citizen directly at home.
This, coupled with the inherently asymmetrical nature of cyberwarfare, which grants great advantage to the attacker, has created an unprecedented national security
risk that both governments and their citizens are woefully ill-prepared to face. Examining cyber warfare and terrorism through a critical and academic perspective
can lead to a better understanding of its foundations and implications. Cyber Warfare and Terrorism: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications is an
essential reference for the latest research on the utilization of online tools by terrorist organizations to communicate with and recruit potential extremists and
examines effective countermeasures employed by law enforcement agencies to defend against such threats. Highlighting a range of topics such as cyber threats,
digital intelligence, and counterterrorism, this multi-volume book is ideally designed for law enforcement, government officials, lawmakers, security analysts, IT
specialists, software developers, intelligence and security practitioners, students, educators, and researchers.
Applications of Big Data in Large- and Small-Scale Systems Apr 12 2021 With new technologies, such as computer vision, internet of things, mobile computing, egovernance and e-commerce, and wide applications of social media, organizations generate a huge volume of data and at a much faster rate than several years ago.
Big data in large-/small-scale systems, characterized by high volume, diversity, and velocity, increasingly drives decision making and is changing the landscape of
business intelligence. From governments to private organizations, from communities to individuals, all areas are being affected by this shift. There is a high demand
for big data analytics that offer insights for computing efficiency, knowledge discovery, problem solving, and event prediction. To handle this demand and this
increase in big data, there needs to be research on innovative and optimized machine learning algorithms in both large- and small-scale systems. Applications of Big
Data in Large- and Small-Scale Systems includes state-of-the-art research findings on the latest development, up-to-date issues, and challenges in the field of big
data and presents the latest innovative and intelligent applications related to big data. This book encompasses big data in various multidisciplinary fields from the
medical field to agriculture, business research, and smart cities. While highlighting topics including machine learning, cloud computing, data visualization, and
more, this book is a valuable reference tool for computer scientists, data scientists and analysts, engineers, practitioners, stakeholders, researchers, academicians, and
students interested in the versatile and innovative use of big data in both large-scale and small-scale systems.
Journal of Applied Chemistry Aug 24 2019
High Points in the Work of the High Schools of New York City Dec 21 2021
Deep Neural Networks for Multimodal Imaging and Biomedical Applications Jun 14 2021 The field of healthcare is seeing a rapid expansion of technological
advancement within current medical practices. The implementation of technologies including neural networks, multi-model imaging, genetic algorithms, and soft
computing are assisting in predicting and identifying diseases, diagnosing cancer, and the examination of cells. Implementing these biomedical technologies
remains a challenge for hospitals worldwide, creating a need for research on the specific applications of these computational techniques. Deep Neural Networks for
Multimodal Imaging and Biomedical Applications provides research exploring the theoretical and practical aspects of emerging data computing methods and
imaging techniques within healthcare and biomedicine. The publication provides a complete set of information in a single module starting from developing deep
neural networks to predicting disease by employing multi-modal imaging. Featuring coverage on a broad range of topics such as prediction models, edge
computing, and quantitative measurements, this book is ideally designed for researchers, academicians, physicians, IT consultants, medical software developers,
practitioners, policymakers, scholars, and students seeking current research on biomedical advancements and developing computational methods in healthcare.
Institute Journal of Studies in Education Dec 29 2019
Deep Learning Techniques and Optimization Strategies in Big Data Analytics Jan 10 2021 Many approaches have sprouted from artificial intelligence (AI) and
produced major breakthroughs in the computer science and engineering industries. Deep learning is a method that is transforming the world of data and analytics.
Optimization of this new approach is still unclear, however, and there’s a need for research on the various applications and techniques of deep learning in the field
of computing. Deep Learning Techniques and Optimization Strategies in Big Data Analytics is a collection of innovative research on the methods and applications
of deep learning strategies in the fields of computer science and information systems. While highlighting topics including data integration, computational modeling,
and scheduling systems, this book is ideally designed for engineers, IT specialists, data analysts, data scientists, engineers, researchers, academicians, and students
seeking current research on deep learning methods and its application in the digital industry.
Machine Learning and AI Techniques in Interactive Medical Image Analysis Mar 12 2021 The healthcare industry is predominantly moving towards affordable,
accessible, and quality health care. All organizations are striving to build communication compatibility among the wide range of devices that have operated
independently. Recent developments in electronic devices have boosted the research in the medical imaging field. It incorporates several medical imaging
techniques and achieves an important goal for health improvement all over the world. Despite the significant advances in high-resolution medical instruments,
physicians cannot always obtain the full amount of information directly from the equipment outputs, and a large amount of data cannot be easily exploited without
a computer. Machine Learning and AI Techniques in Interactive Medical Image Analysis discusses how clinical efficiency can be improved by investigating the
different types of intelligent techniques and systems to get more reliable and accurate diagnostic conclusions. This book further introduces segmentation techniques
to locate suspicious areas in medical images and increase the segmentation accuracy. Covering topics such as computer-aided detection, intelligent techniques, and
machine learning, this premier reference source is a dynamic resource for IT specialists, computer scientists, diagnosticians, imaging specialists, medical
professionals, hospital administrators, medical students, medical technicians, librarians, researchers, and academicians.
Research Anthology on Implementing Sentiment Analysis Across Multiple Disciplines Jul 16 2021 The rise of internet and social media usage in the past couple
of decades has presented a very useful tool for many different industries and fields to utilize. With much of the world’s population writing their opinions on
various products and services in public online forums, industries can collect this data through various computational tools and methods. These tools and methods,
however, are still being perfected in both collection and implementation. Sentiment analysis can be used for many different industries and for many different
purposes, which could better business performance and even society. The Research Anthology on Implementing Sentiment Analysis Across Multiple Disciplines
discusses the tools, methodologies, applications, and implementation of sentiment analysis across various disciplines and industries such as the pharmaceutical
industry, government, and the tourism industry. It further presents emerging technologies and developments within the field of sentiment analysis and opinion
mining. Covering topics such as electronic word of mouth (eWOM), public security, and user similarity, this major reference work is a comprehensive resource for
computer scientists, IT professionals, AI scientists, business leaders and managers, marketers, advertising agencies, public administrators, government officials,
university administrators, libraries, students and faculty of higher education, researchers, and academicians.
Artificial Intelligence and Security Challenges in Emerging Networks Apr 24 2022 The recent rise of emerging networking technologies such as social networks,
content centric networks, Internet of Things networks, etc, have attracted significant attention from academia as well as industry professionals looking to utilize
these technologies for efficiency purposes. However, the allure of such networks and resultant storage of high volumes of data leads to increased security risks,
including threats to information privacy. Artificial Intelligence and Security Challenges in Emerging Networks is an essential reference source that discusses
applications of artificial intelligence, machine learning, and data mining, as well as other tools and strategies to protect networks against security threats and solve
security and privacy problems. Featuring research on topics such as encryption, neural networks, and system verification, this book is ideally designed for ITC

procurement managers, IT consultants, systems and network integrators, infrastructure service providers, computer and software engineers, startup companies,
academicians, researchers, managers, and students.
The Chemical Gazette, Or, Journal of Practical Chemistry, in All Its Applications to Pharmacy, Arts, and Manufactures Aug 17 2021
Natural Language Processing for Global and Local Business Sep 05 2020 The concept of natural language processing has become one of the preferred methods to
better understand consumers, especially in recent years when digital technologies and research methods have developed exponentially. It has become apparent that
when responding to international consumers through multiple platforms and speaking in the same language in which the consumers express themselves, companies
are improving their standings within the public sphere. Natural Language Processing for Global and Local Business provides research exploring the theoretical and
practical phenomenon of natural language processing through different languages and platforms in terms of today's conditions. Featuring coverage on a broad
range of topics such as computational linguistics, information engineering, and translation technology, this book is ideally designed for IT specialists, academics,
researchers, students, and business professionals seeking current research on improving and understanding the consumer experience.
Artificial Intelligence Paradigms for Smart Cyber-Physical Systems Aug 05 2020 Cyber-physical systems (CPS) have emerged as a unifying name for systems
where cyber parts (i.e., the computing and communication parts) and physical parts are tightly integrated, both in design and during operation. Such systems use
computations and communication deeply embedded in and interacting with human physical processes as well as augmenting existing and adding new capabilities.
As such, CPS is an integration of computation, networking, and physical processes. Embedded computers and networks monitor and control the physical
processes, with feedback loops where physical processes affect computations and vice versa. The economic and societal potential of such systems is vastly greater
than what has been realized, and major investments are being made worldwide to develop the technology. Artificial Intelligence Paradigms for Smart CyberPhysical Systems focuses on the recent advances in Artificial intelligence-based approaches towards affecting secure cyber-physical systems. This book presents
investigations on state-of-the-art research issues, applications, and achievements in the field of computational intelligence paradigms for CPS. Covering topics that
include autonomous systems, access control, machine learning, and intrusion detection and prevention systems, this book is ideally designed for engineers, industry
professionals, practitioners, scientists, managers, students, academicians, and researchers seeking current research on artificial intelligence and cyber-physical
systems.
Computer Program to Assess Impact of Fatigue and Fracture Criteria on Weight and Cost of Transport Aircraft Jul 24 2019
Process Industries Canada Oct 26 2019
Applied Big Data Analytics and Its Role in COVID-19 Research May 14 2021 There has been a multitude of studies focused on the COVID-19 pandemic across
fields and disciplines as all sectors of life have had to adjust the way things are done and adapt to the constantly shifting environment. These studies are crucial as
they provide support and perspectives on how things are changing and what needs to be done to stay afloat. Connecting COVID-19-related studies and big data
analytics is crucial for the advancement of industrial applications and research areas. Applied Big Data Analytics and Its Role in COVID-19 Research introduces the
most recent industrial applications and research topics on COVID-19 with big data analytics. Featuring coverage on a broad range of big data technologies such as
data gathering, artificial intelligence, smart diagnostics, and mining mobility, this publication provides concrete examples and cases of usage of data-driven projects
in COVID-19 research. This reference work is a vital resource for data scientists, technical managers, researchers, scholars, practitioners, academicians, instructors,
and students.
With Willful Intent Feb 20 2022 'With Willful Intent: A Theology of Sin' is a full orbed examination of sin and the human Fall. Its intention is to provide the
reader/student with both the materials and methodology to formulate his or her own biblically based theology of sin. The book is arranged in four sequential
sections to guide the reader through the process of theological development. The first section, "A Historical Theology of Sin," furnishes a detailed outline of
Christian thought on sin from the time of the early church to the present day. These chapters will help the reader to understand why so many differing views of sin
and the Fall exist. The second section, "A Biblical Theology of Sin," is the keystone of theological formulation. It apprises the student of the biblical teaching on the
human Fall and its subsequent ramifications. Because believers hold the Bible to be the fully inspired, all-sufficient Word of God, what it says about sin must be
determinative in one's development of a theology of sin. The third section, "A Systematic Theology of Sin," seeks to synthesize the teaching of the Bible while
drawing on the insights of history, science, and the social sciences. Topics covered include the nature of sin, its universality, its transmission, its relationship to Satan
and the demonic, and its conquest through Jesus Christ. Any theology is worthless if it cannot be related to daily living. The conclusion, "A Practical Theology of
Sin," demonstrates how the theology which has been formulated may be applied to the individual life of the believer and to the church's ministry.
Trends and Applications of Text Summarization Techniques Oct 07 2020 While the availability of electronic documents increases exponentially with advancing
technology, the time spent to process this wealth of resourceful information decreases. Content analysis and information extraction must be aided by
summarization methods to quickly parcel pieces of interest and allow for succinct user familiarization in a simple, efficient manner. Trends and Applications of Text
Summarization Techniques is a pivotal reference source that explores the latest approaches of document summarization including update, multi-lingual, and
domain-oriented summarization tasks and examines their current real-world applications in multiple fields. Featuring coverage on a wide range of topics such as
parallel construction, social network integration, and evaluation metrics, this book is ideally designed for information technology practitioners, computer scientists,
bioinformatics analysts, business managers, healthcare professionals, academicians, researchers, and students.
U.S. News & World Report Oct 31 2022
Synaptic Plasticity for Neuromorphic Systems Sep 17 2021 One of the most striking properties of biological systems is their ability to learn and adapt to ever
changing environmental conditions, tasks and stimuli. It emerges from a number of different forms of plasticity, that change the properties of the computing
substrate, mainly acting on the modification of the strength of synaptic connections that gate the flow of information across neurons. Plasticity is an essential
ingredient for building artificial autonomous cognitive agents that can learn to reliably and meaningfully interact with the real world. For this reason, the
neuromorphic community at large has put substantial effort in the design of different forms of plasticity and in putting them to practical use. These plasticity forms
comprise, among others, Short Term Depression and Facilitation, Homeostasis, Spike Frequency Adaptation and diverse forms of Hebbian learning (e.g. Spike
Timing Dependent Plasticity). This special research topic collects the most advanced developments in the design of the diverse forms of plasticity, from the single
circuit to the system level, as well as their exploitation in the implementation of cognitive systems.
Foundations of Atmospheric Remote Sensing May 26 2022 Theoretical foundations of atmospheric remote sensing are electromagnetic theory, radiative transfer
and inversion theory. This book provides an overview of these topics in a common context, compile the results of recent research, as well as fill the gaps, where
needed. The following aspects are covered: principles of remote sensing, the atmospheric physics, foundations of the radiative transfer theory, electromagnetic
absorption, scattering and propagation, review of computational techniques in radiative transfer, retrieval techniques as well as regularization principles of inversion
theory. As such, the book provides a valuable resource for those who work with remote sensing data and want to get a broad view of theoretical foundations of
atmospheric remote sensing. The book will be also useful for students and researchers working in such diverse fields like inverse problems, atmospheric physics,
electromagnetic theory, and radiative transfer.
Selected Water Resources Abstracts Jul 04 2020
Research Anthology on Edge Computing Protocols, Applications, and Integration Feb 08 2021 Edge computing is quickly becoming an important technology
throughout a number of fields as businesses and industries alike embrace the benefits it can have in their companies. The streamlining of data is crucial for the
development and evolution of businesses in order to keep up with competition and improve functions overall. In order to appropriately utilize edge computing to
its full potential, further study is required to examine the potential pitfalls and opportunities of this innovative technology. The Research Anthology on Edge

Computing Protocols, Applications, and Integration establishes critical research on the current uses, innovations, and challenges of edge computing across
disciplines. The text highlights the history of edge computing and how it has been adapted over time to improve industries. Covering a range of topics such as
bandwidth, data centers, and security, this major reference work is ideal for industry professionals, computer scientists, engineers, practitioners, researchers,
academicians, scholars, instructors, and students.
The Oil Weekly Mar 31 2020
Decision Theory Models for Applications in Artificial Intelligence: Concepts and Solutions Aug 29 2022 One of the goals of artificial intelligence (AI) is creating
autonomous agents that must make decisions based on uncertain and incomplete information. The goal is to design rational agents that must take the best action
given the information available and their goals. Decision Theory Models for Applications in Artificial Intelligence: Concepts and Solutions provides an
introduction to different types of decision theory techniques, including MDPs, POMDPs, Influence Diagrams, and Reinforcement Learning, and illustrates their
application in artificial intelligence. This book provides insights into the advantages and challenges of using decision theory models for developing intelligent
systems.
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